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ABSTRACT

Prussian white (PW) has a stable three-dimensional frame structure and large

ion migration channels, which has been widely studied as the cathode materials

for potassium-ion batteries (PIB) in recent years. The multi-composition in PWs

has a great impact on the electrochemical performance as cathode materials. In

this work, we investigated the relationship between Fe substitution content and

electrochemical properties. The sample of PW with 10%Fe substitution shows

the overall optimum electrochemical performance, which delivers a high

reversible capacity of 124.3 mAh g-1 and capacity retention of 70.0% after 200

cycles at 100 mA g-1, as well as 77.5 mAh g-1 at a large current density of

500 mA g-1. Actually, partial Fe substitution could effectively stabilize the lat-

tice structure and improve electrochemical properties. This work provides a

practical strategy to synthesize PWs with stable crystal structure and preferable

performance, which could serve as a reference for the electrochemical

improvement of electrode materials.
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GRAPHICAL ABSTRACT

Introduction

With the development of society and technology, an

increasing demand for energy especially renewable

resources requires the growth of renewable energy

storage devices. Among them, potassium-ion battery

(PIB) is an emerging and developing technical field in

recent years [1–4]. Relative to lithium, the abundant

storage and low cost of potassium are great advan-

tages [5–7]. However, the large radius of potassium

leads to the slow diffusion in electrode materials and

structural collapse in frequent insertion and extrac-

tion of K? [8]. Up to now, most cathode researches on

PIBs have mainly focused on Prussian blue analogues

[9, 10], polyanionic compounds [11, 12], layered oxi-

des [13, 14] and organic compounds [15, 16]. Among

them, Prussian blue analogues (PBAs) with large

three-dimensional frame structure have attracted

much attention as the cathode materials in recent

years [17–19]. Meanwhile, the simple, low-cost and

nontoxic preparation also makes PBAs the competi-

tive potassium storage cathode materials [20].

Prussian white (PW), as a kind of Prussian blue

analogue, has high K? content resulting in a high

capacity [21]. The chemical formula of the PWs is

AxB[M(CN)6]y�h1-y�zH2O, where A represents an

alkalion ion (Li, Na, K), B represents a transition

metal (Mn, Fe, Co, Ni, Cu) bonded with N and M

represents another transition metal (usually Fe)

bonded with C [22–24]. h represents the vacancies of

the M(CN)6 structure. H2O contains zeolitic water

and coordinated water, where the former one locates

in the octahedral center of M(CN)6 and the later one

coordinates with M [25]. The KxB[Fe(CN)6]y�h1-y-

zH
2
O exhibits various properties when the transition

metal B is tuned [26]. For instance, when the transi-

tion metal is Ni or Cu, these elements exhibit elec-

trochemical inertness. Fe connected to C in [Fe(CN)6]

can undergo redox reactions, accompanied by one K?

(de)intercalation. Therefore, PWs with inert element

show a relatively low capacity. Meanwhile, due to

only one redox active site and low deintercalated K?

in K2Ni[Fe(CN)6], the crystal lattice volume changes a

little during the charge/discharge process. Therefore,

the crystal structure is stable, leading to good cycle

performance as cathode materials. When the transi-

tion metal is Fe or Mn, PWs can exhibit two redox

sites with two K? (de)intercalation and eventually
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provide a theoretical capacity of more than

150 mAh g-1. However, due to the high deinterca-

lated K?, the phase and the crystal lattice volume

changes greatly during the charge/discharge process,

which would damage the crystal structure of the

material and affect the electrochemical performance.

Therefore, the stable structure during K? inser-

tion/extraction greatly impacts on the electrochemi-

cal performance. Similar to the role of Fe/Co/Ni

substitution in Na-based PW cathodes [27–31], tran-

sition-metal element substitution is also a remarkably

effective strategy to stabilize lattice structure and

improve electrochemical performance in PIBs. Some

researchers used Ni to substitute the Fe bonded with

N in K2Fe[Fe(CN)6] and found that it can balance the

structural disturbances during K? insertion/extrac-

tion and greatly improve the cycle stability. Mean-

while, the introduction of Ni can activate Fe ions

bonded with C and increase its capacity contribution

on account that Ni2? with great electronegativity has

a certain inducing effect on Fe2? [32]. Some

researchers also introduced Ni in K2Co[Fe(CN)6],

which also improved the cycle and rate performance

[33]. Similarly, the Fe substitution could also stabilize

the lattice structure and reduce the lattice distortion

on account of the Jahn–Teller effect in aqueous

potassium-ion batteries [34, 35]. Here, we investi-

gated the influence of Fe substitution in Mn-based

PW (K2Mn[Fe(CN)6]) in nonaqueous potassium-ion

batteries. We synthesized KxFeaMn1-a[Fe(CN)6]y-
zH

2
O samples (a = 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.3 and 0.5,

named as KMF, 5%Fe-KMF, 10%Fe-KMF, 15%Fe-

KMF, 30%Fe-KMF, 50%Fe-KMF, separately). The

influence of different Fe substitution content on the

performance of potassium storage was researched

and the appropriate Fe substitution KMF shows good

cycling and high rate performance.

Material and methods

Material preparation

All Fe-KMF samples were synthesized by a gentle

coprecipitation method. 25 mmol C6H5K3O7�H2O

(99.5%, Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd.) and

5 mmol MnCl2�4H2O (99%, Sinopharm Chemical

ReagentCo., Ltd.) mixed with different proportions of

FeCl2�4H2O (99%, Sinopharm Chemical ReagentCo.,

Ltd.) were dissolved in 50 mL deionized water. The

solution was stirred for 30 min under nitrogen

atmosphere named solution A. Similarly, 125 mmol

KCl (99.8%, Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd.)

and 5 mmol K4Fe(CN)6�3H2O (99%, Sinopharm

Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd.) were dissolved in 50 mL

deionized water and stirred for 30 min at 40 �C in N2

atmosphere to form solution B. Then, the solution A

was dropwise added (1 mL/min) to B and strongly

stirred at 40 �C with nitrogen constantly flowing.

After 2 h, the mixed solution was further aged at

40 �C for 2 h to acquire uniform grains. The whole

synthesis process was under nitrogen atmosphere to

avoid oxidation. After that, the formed precipitate

was centrifuged and washed with deionized water

for three times. Finally, the product was obtained by

vacuum drying at 80 �C overnight.

Structural characterization

The powder X-ray diffraction (XRD) patterns were

collected by PANalytical diffractometer using Cu-Ka
radiation at a scan rate of 5�/min at a 2h range of

10–80�. The electrode wafers for ex situ XRD were

disassembled from the batteries, washed by the

electrolyte and vacuum-dried overnight. The batter-

ies were charged/discharged at 100 mA g-1 and

reached the set charge/discharge state previously.

The morphologies of the Fe-KMFs were observed by

scanning electron microscope (SEM) on Zeiss Ultra

Plus scanning microscopy. Transmission electron

microscope (TEM) images were recorded on JEOL

2100F. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) spec-

troscopy was performed on Nicolet6700 spectrometer

between 4000 and 400 cm-1. Inductively coupled

plasma-optical emission spectrum (ICP-OES) was

carried out on Prodigy 7. Thermogravimetric analysis

(TGA) was conducted on STA449F3 instrument

heating from 40 to 800 �C at 5 �C/min under nitrogen

atmosphere.

Electrochemical characterization

Fe-KMF, super P and CMC-Na were mixed at a

weight ratio of 7:2:1 to a total of 100 mg and then

stirred for 6 h to form a uniform slurry. CMC-Na was

used as binder due to its suitability. Using aluminum

foil as a collector, the slurry was pasted on its surface

evenly, dried at 80 �C under vacuum overnight and

then cropped into wafers (diameter 12 mm) with a

mass loading of about 1.0 mg/cm2. 0.8 M potassium
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hexafluorophosphate (KPF6) in propylene carbonate

(PC) with 10% fluoroethylene carbonate (FEC) was

used as electrolyte in this study. Glass fiber (What-

man, Grade GF/B) was used as separators. The half-

cell using CR2032 was assembled in a nitrogen

glovebox with oxygen and moisture below 0.1 ppm.

Results and discussions

Structural and morphological
characterization

Prussian whites with Fe substitution were prepared

by a coprecipitation method. As shown in Fig. S1,

PWs have large frame structure, where K? ions locate

in the interstitial position of Mn–N:C–Fe octahe-

dron. The XRD patterns (Fig. 1a) of all samples

belong to KMF, which are monoclinic system with

space group P21/c. Meanwhile, no impurity peaks

appear in their XRD patterns, but some changes

emerge. Figure 1b shows the partial enlarged XRD

patterns of Fe-KMFs. All three strong peaks at

2h = 17.5, 24.9 and 35.5� shift to high angles to a

certain extent, indicating their interplanar spacing d

decreases. In spite of the same coordination number

(CN = 6), the effective ion radius of Fe2? (0.78 Å) is

smaller than that of Mn2? (0.83 Å). Therefore, when

Fe2? partially replaces the Mn2?, the crystal lattice

would decrease. FTIR spectrums of Fe-KMFs are

shown in Fig. 1c. The presence of Fe-KMFs is verified

by the absorption peaks at 595, 1640, 2066 and

3430 cm-1. The absorption peaks at 3430 and

1640 cm-1 represent the stretching vibration and

bending vibration of the O–H, indicating the exis-

tence of H2O in Fe-KMFs or environmental water.

The absorption peak at 2066 cm-1 reveals the cyanide

stretching vibration of C:N. The absorption peak at

595 cm-1 in the fingerprint region reflects the

stretching vibration of the Fe–C skeleton, verifying

the coordination of Fe atoms and C atoms. The above

spectrums indeed confirm the Fe/Mn–N:C–Fe

octahedral structure in Fe-KMFs.

In order to obtain the exact chemical formula of Fe-

KMFs and the content of [Fe(CN)6] vacancy and H2O,

ICP-OES and TGA were conducted. The contents of

K, Mn, Fe and H2O were tested, and results are

shown in Table 1 (TG curves are shown in Fig. S2).

The chemical formula of the samples can be written

as KxFeaMn1-a[Fe(CN)6]y�h1-y�zH2O, where a is 0,

0.05, 0.1, 0.15, 0.3, 0.5. According to the formula (1)

and (2), the actual chemical formulas are

Figure 1 a XRD patterns and

b partial enlarged XRD

patterns of Fe-KMFs. c FTIR

spectrums of Fe-KMFs.
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K1.99Mn[Fe(CN)6]0.98�h0.02�0.44H2O, K1.74Mn0.95Fe0.05
[Fe(CN)6]0.91�h0.09�0.38H2O, K1.87Mn0.90Fe0.1[Fe(CN)6]0.97�
h0.03�0.34H2O, K1.73Mn0.85Fe0.15[Fe(CN)6]0.89�h0.11�
0.37H2O, K1.64Mn0.7Fe0.3[Fe(CN)6]0.87�h0.13�0.50H2O,

K1.66Mn0.5Fe0.5[Fe(CN)6]0.84�h0.16�0.53H2O, respectively.

x ¼ 1� að ÞnK
nMn

ð1Þ

y ¼ 1� að ÞnFe
nMn

� a ð2Þ

The contents of H2O and [Fe(CN)6] vacancies

slightly increase when Fe content is more than 10%. It

is inferred that the Fe ions constantly introduced

competes with Mn ions for [Fe(CN)6]. The defects

increase due to the synergistic effect of the Fe and Mn

ions. Meanwhile, water molecules are likely to enter

the crystal structure, resulting in the H2O content

increasing.

Figure 2 shows the SEM images of Fe-KMFs. KMF

has cubic morphologies and clear boundaries with

edge length of 50 * 70 nm, whereas other Fe-KMFs

are all irregular spheres or cuboids. Partial Fe sub-

stitution reduces the particle size. With more Fe

content, the average grain size of Fe-KMFs decreases

gradually from 60 nm to about 20 nm. Meanwhile,

small particles’ agglomeration is further obvious,

which is conducive to the infiltration of the elec-

trolyte and the transmission of ions. TEM was per-

formed as shown in Fig. 3a. 10%Fe-KMF possesses a

cube morphology with an average size of 40 nm.

Figure 3b is a selected area electron diffraction

(SAED) image of 10%Fe-KMF. It is composed of a

series of bright and clear concentric rings, indicating

that it has good crystallinity and the diffraction pat-

tern shows polycrystalline characteristics, which can

be indexed to the to the (002), (220) and (040) crystal

planes, respectively.

Electrochemical characterization

Galvanostatic charge/discharge test was performed

on Fe-KMFs, which were tested at a voltage range of

2.5 * 4.5 V vs. K/K? and current density of

100 mA g-1. As shown in Fig. 4a, 10% Fe-KMF

Table 1 ICP-OES and TGA results of Fe-KMFs

K (wt%) Mn (wt%) Fe (wt%) H2O (wt%)

KMF 18.02 12.75 12.71 1.83

5%Fe-KMF 16.71 12.83 13.12 1.67

10%Fe-KMF 17.34 11.79 14.24 1.47

15%Fe-KMF 16.85 11.68 14.59 1.65

30%Fe-KMF 16.22 9.79 16.73 2.27

50%Fe-KMF 16.12 6.86 18.74 2.37

Figure 2 SEM images of Fe-

KMFs: a KMF, b 5%Fe-KMF,

c 10%Fe-KMF, d 15%Fe-

KMF, e 30%Fe-KMF and

f 50%Fe-KMF.
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shows the optimum overall performance in terms of

both capacity and cycling stability. It exhibits the

highest initial reversible capacity of 124.3 mAh g-1

and capacity retention of 70.0% after 200 cycles. The

cycling stability of 10%Fe-KMF is much higher than

that of pure Mn-based KMF (42.6%). In pure Mn-

based KMF, some Mn ions and Fe ions would dis-

solve in the electrolyte during long cycle, leading that

the crystal structure gradually collapses and the

capacity is quickly lost. Moreover, Mn3? could lead

to the distortion of the crystal lattice due to the Jahn–

Teller effect and affect K? (de)intercalation during

the redox process. Instead, the partial Fe ions sub-

stitution could relieve the Jahn–Teller effect of Mn3?

and stabilize the lattice structure [34]. Therefore, its

cycling stability remarkably improves. The remaining

electrodes of 5%Fe-KMF, 15%Fe-KMF, 30%Fe-KMF

and 50%Fe-KMF have similar initial discharge

capacities of 115.8, 116.9, 113.4 and 113.3 mAh g-1.

Their capacity retentions are 49.8, 53.5, 42.9 and

39.4%, respectively. More Fe ions substitution should

improve the stability of the lattice structure more

obviously. However, due to the synergistic effect of

the Fe and Mn ions, the vacancy defects and crystal

Figure 3 a TEM image and

b SAED image of 10%Fe-

KMF.

Figure 4 a Cycle

performance of Fe-KMFs at a

current destiny of

100 mA g-1. b Charge -

discharge curves of Fe-KMFs’

electrodes between 2.5 and

4.5 V at 100 mA g-1. c Rate

performance of Fe-KMFs.

d Charge–discharge curve of

10%Fe-KMF electrode from

10 to 500 mA g.-1.
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water also increase. Instead, it damages the integrity

of the crystal structure and deteriorates the electro-

chemical performance. From our experiment results,

10% is the appropriate Fe substitution content.

Figure 4b shows the charge and discharge curves

of Fe-KMFs at 100 mA g-1. Two charge plateaus

appear at around 4.1 and 4.2 V for 5%Fe-KMF,

10%Fe-KMF and 15%Fe-KMF in the charge process,

which are similar to that of KMF, corresponding to

the oxidation of Fe2? to Fe3? and Mn2? to Mn3? with

two K? extraction. However, with Fe content

increasing, there is only one charge plateau above

4.1 V for 30%Fe-KMF. Moreover, a small charge

plateau at around 3.75 V appears for 50%Fe-KMF. It

is indicated that with partial Mn ions replaced by Fe

ions, the capacity contributed by the oxidation reac-

tion at around 4.2 V is reduced and merged; instead,

alternative Fe ions undergo a redox reaction at

around 3.75 V. Furthermore, in the discharge profile

of 50%Fe-KMF, a small plateau appears at around

3.25 V, which also confirms this phenomenon.

The rate performance of Fe-KMFs is shown in

Fig. 4c. The voltage range was 2.5 * 4.5 V vs. K/K?,

and the current density increased from 10 to

500 mA g-1 and returns to 10 mA g-1 eventually.

10%Fe-KMF still displays the outstanding rate capa-

bility. It delivers a discharge capacity of 126.9 mAh

g-1 at 10 mA g-1 and retains 77.5 mAh g-1 at a high

current density of 500 mA g-1. Meanwhile, the

capacity recovers to 116.3 mAh g-1 when the current

density returns back to 10 mA g-1, demonstrating

minimal damage to the crystal structure of 10%Fe-

KMF. It is inferred that 10%Fe-KMF has a small grain

size due to Fe substitution, which is beneficial to the

K? diffusion within the short distance. Therefore, in

contrast to pure Mn-based KMF, Fe-KMFs have a

large ion diffusion rate, which contributes to its rate

performance. However, 30%Fe-KMF and 50%Fe-

KMF electrodes have almost no capacities at

500 mA g-1. This could be due to too much internal

defects in the material, which leads to few redox

reactions at high current density. Figure 4d shows

the charge and discharge curves of 10%Fe-KMF at

various current densities. As the current density

increases, the electrode polarization increases and the

discharge plateau decreases clearly. Yet at high cur-

rent density, the discharge voltage also maintains at

about 3.5 V, which could effectively maintain the

battery’s output voltage.

In order to further investigate the electrochemical

reaction process, CV was performed on Fe-KMFs

(other CV curves are shown in Fig. S3). The voltage

range was 3.0 * 4.5 V, and the scanning rate was

0.1 mV s-1. As shown in Fig. 5a, CV curve of 10%Fe-

KMF presents a single merged oxidation peak and

two reduction peaks, indicating two pairs of redox

sites. In the charge process, a single oxidation peak

appears at around 4.28 V because the potentials of

the two peaks are very close, merging to a large peak.

In the discharge process, the reduction peak at

around 3.85 V can be ascribed to the high-spin

Mn3?/Mn2? coordinated with N, and another

reduction peak at about 3.65 V can be assigned to

low-spin Fe3?/Fe2? coordinated with C. However,

no redox peak is observed for the Fe3?/Fe2? bonded

with N, which is also consistent with the charge and

discharge curve of 10%Fe-KMF. This could be due to

low Fe substitution content. EIS was carried out

between 100 mHz and 100 kHz at an AC voltage

amplitude of 5 mV. Figure 5b shows the EIS of Fe-

KMFs, and the equivalent circuit is shown in the

small figure embedded in Fig. 5b. The EIS curves of

Fe-KMFs are similar to that of KMF. The EIS curves of

Fe-KMFs are also composed of a semicircle in the

high-frequency region and a slash in the low-fre-

quency region. The fitted results are shown in

Table 2. 10%Fe-KMF possesses the smallest charge

transfer resistance (Rct), which is beneficial to the

transmission of electrons. This result also accounts

for the optimal rate performance of 10%Fe-KMF.

To explore the potassium storage mechanism and

verify the structural stability of 10%Fe-KMF during

charge and discharge process, ex situ XRD was per-

formed. Figure 6a shows the XRD patterns in selected

states, corresponding to charge/discharge curves in

Fig. 6b. During the charge process (i.e., state 1 * 4),

the three strong peaks of 10%Fe-KMF at 17.5, 24.9 and

35.5� all shift to low angle. Take the peak at 35.5� for
example, the peak intensity gradually weakens and a

new peak appears at 34.2� in the charge process.

When it reaches the state 4 (fully charged state), the

peak at 35.5� disappears completely and the peak

intensity at 34.2� reaches the maximum. At this time,

10%Fe-KMF has changed from the monoclinic phase

to the cubic phase completely. During the discharge

process, just opposite to that of charge process, the

cubic phase transforms into a mixture of the cubic

phase and the monoclinic phase, then completely

back to the monoclinic phase. After a cycle, the XRD
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patterns goes back to the initial state, indicating that

10%Fe-KMF has a stable crystal lattice during the

insertion and extraction of K? ions and the phase

transition is highly reversible. Figure 6c reveals the

phase transition mechanism of 10%Fe-KMF during

the charge and discharge process. The sample chan-

ges from monoclinic Prussian white to cubic Prussian

blue with the extraction of one K? and eventually to

cubic Berlin green with the extraction of another K?;

the discharge process is contrary to the charge pro-

cess, and the material changes from cubic Berlin

green, cubic Prussian blue and then to monoclinic

Prussian white by inserting two K?. Komaba repor-

ted that pure Mn-based Prussian white would change

from monoclinic phase to cubic phase during the

charge process, but due to the Jahn–Teller effect of

Mn3?, the phase would eventually become tetragonal

[36]. The cooperative Jahn–Teller distortion of Mn3?

makes the reduction reaction of Mn3? difficult and

impacts the stability of the lattice structure [37]. Here,

partial Fe2? substitution not only decreases the den-

sity of Mn3? in the lattice, but 10%Fe-KMF only

undergoes the two-phase transformation between the

monoclinic phase and cubic phase, illustrating that

the Fe substitution can stabilize the lattice structure,

reduce the cooperative Jahn–Teller distortion and

activate the Mn2?/Mn3?-N redox reaction. Based on

the above two roles, 10%Fe-KMF exhibits a remark-

able improvement in cycle stability.

To explore the electrochemical kinetics and verify

the large ion diffusion rate of 10%Fe-KMF in the

redox reaction, CV tests were carried out at different

scanning rates (0.1, 0.2, 0.3, 0.4, 0.5, 0.8 and 1 mV s-1)

and the results are shown in Fig. 7a. The redox peaks

in the CV curve are unchanged, and the redox sites

are still Fe and Mn ions. The oxidation peak shifts to

high voltage, and the reduction peak moves to low

voltage as the scan rate increases. The peak currents

keep increasing at the same time. The diffusion

coefficient of K? at the peak current is calculated

according to the Randles–Sevcik formula (3):

Ip ¼ 268600� n
3
2AD

1
2m

1
2C ð3Þ

where Ip is the peak current (A), n is the number of

transferred electrons, A is the reaction area of elec-

trode (cm2), C is the concentration of alkali metal ions

in the electrolyte (mol cm-3), m is the voltage scanning
rate (V s-1) and D is the diffusion coefficient of alkali

metal ions (cm2 s-1). In our experiment, the number

of transferred electrons is 2, the reaction area of

electrode is 0.5, and the concentration of KPF6 elec-

trolyte is 0.8. A straight line is obtained by plotting

square root of the scan rate m
1
2

� �
and peak current (Ip)

as the abscissa and ordinate. According to the for-

mula (3), the diffusion coefficient of K? at the oxi-

dation reaction is 8.35 9 10–10 cm2 s-1. Similarly, the

diffusion coefficient of K? in the reduction reaction is

2.33 9 10–9 cm2 s-1. It is certain that the Fe-KMF has

a large ion diffusion rate, which could be related to

small grain size. When the grain size is small, K?

diffuses easily between the electrode particles,

exhibiting a high diffusion coefficient.

Figure 5 a Cyclic

voltammetry (CV) curve of

10%Fe-KMF at 0.1mV s-1.

b Electrochemical impedance

spectra (EIS) of Fe-KMFs.

Table 2 EIS results of Fe-KMFs

Rs (X) Rct (X)

KMF 6.5 4297

5%Fe-KMF 6.7 3765

10%Fe-KMF 6.5 3003

15%Fe-KMF 7.1 3191

30%Fe-KMF 6.4 4273

50%Fe-KMF 6.5 4289
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Conclusions

In summary, KxFeaMn1-a[Fe(CN)6]y�zH2O was pre-

pared by a simple coprecipitation process. Among

them, 10%Fe-KMF delivers the highest initial rever-

sible capacity of 124.3 mAh g-1 and capacity reten-

tion of 70.0% after 200 cycles at 100 mA g-1.

Meanwhile, 10%Fe-KMF shows the best rate perfor-

mance, which still delivers the capacity of 77.5 mAh

g-1 at a high current density of 500 mA g-1. Via the

ex situ XRD and CV tests at different scanning rates

on 10%Fe-KMF, it is certain that the Fe substitution

stabilizes the lattice structure and reduces the Jahn–

Teller effect of Mn, and thus 10%Fe-KMF only

changes between the monoclinic phase and the cubic

phase in the charge/discharge process. Meanwhile,

10%Fe-KMF with small grain size also has high K?

diffusion coefficient. However, with the Fe content

increasing, vacancy defects and crystal water also

increase, which damage the integrity of the crystal

structure and deteriorate the electrochemical perfor-

mance. Therefore, 10%Fe-KMF exhibits the over-

all optimum electrochemical performance. This work

provides a simple coprecipitation method to synthe-

size Fe-KMFs with stable crystal structure and

excellent performance, which also accounts for the

promising strategy of transition-metal substitution.

Figure 6 a Ex-situ XRD,

b charge–discharge curve and

c structure transition

illustration of 10%Fe-KMF.

Figure 7 a Cyclic

voltammetry curves of 10%Fe-

KMF at different scanning

rates. b Fitting curve of the

peak current (Ip) and the

square root of the scanning

voltage m
1
2

� �
of 10%Fe-KMF.
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